Interactive comment on "Land surface albedo and vegetation feedbacks enhanced the Millennium drought in south-east Australia" by J. P. Evans et al.
Summary: The authors present an RCM study of the Millennium Drought that builds logically from their previous work on the subject. Here they examine interactions between albedo and green vegetation fraction in RCM simulations that include the two peaks of the drought, 2002 and 2006. The paper is well written and both experimental design and results are presented in a clear and logical manner. I believe that the manuscript is appropriate for publication in HESS.
However, I do have two major comments that I would like to see addressed prior to final publication:
1. Methodology: I recognize that AVHRR is a default option for albedo and vegetation fraction in WRF. But the authors clearly have the capability to replace these defaults C1
with MODIS data, since that is how they are performing their variable albedo and GVF simulations. That being the case, wouldn't the appropriate climatological comparator be a simulation that uses MODIS climatology for these fields? Using AVHRR for the baseline experiments means that differences between the simulations could stem either from interannual variability in MODIS or from differences between the AVHRR and MODIS datasets. Time mean statistics like those presented in Table 1 seem likely to represent changes in dataset rather than the introduction of interannual variability, which is confusing since variability is the topic of the paper. I do not insist that the authors perform new simulations at this point, as the results are sufficiently interesting as they stand. But I would like to understand the choice of design, and I would encourage the authors to distinguish between dataset effects and variability effects throughout their Results and Discussion sections. 
